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What does COVID-19 tell us about science?
SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19: science in the spotlight

The recording and presentations of this online Round Table can be viewed here. The
Round Table took place on 6 October 2020.
How come that there is virtually no aspect of the ongoing COVID-19 crisis for which
science has been able to provide certainty yet? The debate about COVID-19 is
characterized by uncertainty, confusion and strong beliefs which consequently, fuels
controversy about nearly every aspect of it. Science is in the spotlight and under great
pressure to deliver answers and provide certainty. ENSSER organised a public Round
Table to look at critical aspects of COVID-19 science going beyond the SARS Cov-2 virus
only. The way how science deals with COVID-19 can teach us a lot about the present
state of science.
The Round Table consists of three presentations and a discussion with the speakers and
the audience, moderated by Diederick Sprangers M.Sc. (co-ordinator, ENSSER) and Dr.
Angelika Hilbeck (agricultural ecologist, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology).
The first speaker, Dr. Michael Antoniou (molecular geneticist, King's College London
School of Medicine), takes a good look at the structure of the virus, SARS-CoV-2: what
does it tell us about its origins? Was is state of evidence whether it was transmitted
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naturally from an animal to a human or escaped from a laboratory – and was it possibly
made there? And why does this matter?
The CoviD situation reveals many aspects of how we relate to the natural world in the
21st century. This is particularly poignant for the sciences. In the second presentation,
Prof. Ignacio Chapela (microbial ecologist and mycologist, University of California,
Berkeley) addresses questions such as: What scientific discipline is relevant to address
the CoviD situation? What scientific information has been overlooked? Which
alternatives have been left unexplored to produce a socially- and environmentallyresponsible outcome from this challenge? Just one of the examples he highlights is how
we hope CoviD will come to an end: either by herd immunity or by universal vaccination,
is what we usually hear – but are these the only options open to us? A finer analysis of
the CoviD situation is offered from the perspective of the microbial
ecologist/evolutionary biologist. Chapela concludes that the consensus about CoviD
presented to us in the media is far from reality. We should restore science to what it
should be but currently is not: open and inquisitive and critical.
The way in which we deal with COVID-19 is strongly determined by our collective view
of nature which we have had for the past four centuries. The third speaker, Prof.
Giuseppe Longo (mathematician and epistemologist, CNRS-Ens, Paris), shows us how
our view of organisms and ecosystems as machines has crept into almost all science.
DNA, for instance, is seen as the driver of cells, organisms and ecosystems, the socalled ‘blueprint of life’ – while in reality it is no more (and no less) than the physicochemical trace of evolution. The exaggerated role we attribute to DNA ('genocentrism')
can explain many natural phenomena – just like the ancient view of the Solar system
with the earth in its centre ('geocentrism'), while contradicting fundamental principles of
physics (inertial movement), could describe and correlate all the positions and
movements of the planets correctly. But this does not mean that the earth is the centre
of the universe, nor that genes drive the dynamics of the organism in the ecosystem: in
either case, correlations may give us totally wrong causal analyses. Our mechanistic
view of nature leads us to think we can safely manipulate any organism (plant, virus)
and drive it into the ecosystem. Alternative scientific views are needed, and above all a
precautionary principle for science, to move us away from wrong perspectives. Being
aware of this bias in science has consequences for how we see SARS-CoV-2 and for how
we deal with COVID-19.
This communication, the video of the event as well as the ppt-slides of the event may be found online at:
https://ensser.org/events/2020/zoom-corona-round-table-sars-cov-2-and-covid-19-science-in-the-spotlight/
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